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Open a Restaurant

Look at some other restaurants’ menus and what they charge for their meals. Try to find ones 

that have similar meals as you. Use this information to determine the prices of your meals. 

Your prices need to be reasonable and competitive to the other restaurants. Your prices also 

need to allow you to make a profit.

Create a business proposal that includes a description of your restaurant, a menu list, and a 

detailed list of your cost and potential profit. Design your menu. Look at other menus to get 

an idea of how to design your own. Include this with your business proposal.

Present your proposal to the class. Hand out copies of your menu for your classmates 
to look at. Explain how you chose your prices, and what your profit would be. Once 
everyone has presented their business proposals, vote on which one has the best idea for 
a restaurant. Then, vote on whose restaurant would be the most successful. Explain why you 
think that person’s restaurant would succeed.

Activity Six

Open 11am - 11pm daily684-753-5486

MIDDLE ST. GRILL
Club Sandwich ....................................$9.99
Fresh t
key breast, bac�, cheese, t�ato and le�uce �

 �esh bread.

Chicken Caes� Salad ..........................$6.99
Crisp r�aine le�uce with �r �esh vegetable of the day and 

h�emade case� dressing. 
Cheeseb
g .....................................$10.99
100% Angus Beef Hamb
g with M�tey Jack cheese. bac�, 

le�uce, t�ato and pickles. 
Fe�ucine Al�edo .................................$12.99
Fe�ucine tossed in �r h�emade sauce with p�mesan cheese 

and bu�.

Nachos ...............................................$9.99
Crispy nacho chips c�ed with �een and red pepps, t�atos, 

�een �i�s and a blend of cheeses.  S�p ..................................................$3.99
Find �t what s�ps �e c�king each day, Made �esh with a 

diffent flav�r evy day of the week

LUNCH MENU (Served from 11:00am to 3:00pm)

Side DishesFrench Fries
Rice

Baked PotatoGrilled VegetablesSide Salad - Caes� � G�den
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History of Money

Forms of payment and money have been used for a long time. Although, not all forms of 

payment may be similar to what we use today. Do some research into the history of money 

and forms of payment. Try to go back as far as you can. How did early humans buy things? 

What did they use? What was the value of things? 

Present your findings in a timeline. Start with the earliest time in history that you could find 

up to today. Between these 2 dates, list all the different kinds of money used throughout the 

years. For each date, make sure to include the following information:

•	 What the form of payment was.

•	 What it was worth (if known).

•	 Where it was used.

•	 What it used to buy (if known).

•	 What it looked like (a picture or description).

Finally, compare your timeline with the rest of the class. What are some common forms of 

payment that people included on their timeline? What are some different forms of payment 

that people had? What similarities did you find between the different forms? What did you 

notice about the value as it changed throughout time?

Share your conclusions with the class.

Activity Five
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Internet Fraud Research

Internet fraud is a problem in this day and age. Our lives are on the 

internet. Our identity is on the internet. Our money is on the internet. 

The internet isn’t always safe. Many people become victims of 

internet fraud.

Do some research into internet fraud. First, find out how it happens. 

Then, list how you are in danger of it. Finally, list what you can change 

to avoid it.

Then, pick one of the ways below to show what you’ve found:

1. Write an Essay

Write an essay about what you’ve learned. The first paragraph will give your opinion.  

The next 3 paragraphs will give examples to prove your opinion. The last paragraph  

will give your opinion again.

2. Create an Infographic

Make an infographic to show the information you’ve learned. An infographic uses 

pictures to show information. Explain how internet fraud happens at the top. Then,   

list how you are in danger. After, list what you can change to avoid it. At the bottom, 

leave room for your final thoughts.

3. Create a Brochure

Make a brochure to show the information you’ve learned. It should be a warning 

against internet fraud. Look at other brochures about dangers of things to get an idea. 

Explain what internet fraud is, how to spot it, and how to avoid it. The front page of your 

brochure should grab your reader’s attention. The inside should let your reader know 

about internet fraud. The back page should list where your reader could learn more 

about internet fraud.

4A

Activity Four

!
SCAM ALERT
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Report on Web Buying

Web buying is a completely different 

experience to shopping in a store. Do some 

research online. Make a list of things that you 

can shop for online. Then, make a list of things 

you can’t or would not shop for online. Look at 

your lists. Compare your lists.

•	 Is there anything on your “CAN” list that you 

think shouldn’t be?

•	 Is there anything on your “CAN’T” list that you 

think shouldn’t be?

•	 Why do you think things on your “CAN’T” list 

are not found online?

•	 Why do you think things on your “CAN” list are found online?

After you compare both lists, explain your reasoning behind each item. Write a short 

report explaining your findings. Your report should include:

•	 The top items that are found online and why you think they belong there. 

•	 The top items that are not found online and why you think these things are better to 

shop for in a store. 

•	 Items that you can find online, but maybe shouldn’t.

•	 Items that you can’t find online, but maybe should.

•	 Items that you would normally think shouldn’t be found online, but are; and why they 

should or shouldn’t.

Present your report to the class. As a class, create a larger version of this same list. Have 

a discussion touching on all the things mentioned above. See how your list created as a 

group differs from the list you created individually.

Activity Three
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Infographic on Drive-Through Menus

Create an infographic on Drive-Through Menus. An infographic 

is a chart that gives information in a creative and graphic way. 

Look up examples of infographics online to get a clear idea.

Start with a brief introduction into Drive-Through Menus. Give 

a description of what they are and why they exist. Then, make 

note of their use and purpose. Make sure to do some research 

into the history of Drive-Through Menus. How did they come 

to be? Why was there a demand? What influenced their 

creation? Finally, do a comparison of different Drive-Through 

Menus. What do they have in common? What is different 

between them?

Design your infographic. Choose what you want to have on 

your infographic. Some example topics include:

•	  The history of Drive-Through Menus.

•	  The evolution of Drive-Through Menus.

•	  A brief comparison of Drive-Through Menus.

•	  The birth of the Drive-Through Menu.

You must include the following:

•	  introduction

•	  opinion/belief

•	  supporting evidence

•	  conclusion

Finally, display your infographic in the class. Have 

a class or group discussion on each infographic. 

Which ones were easy to understand? Which ones were more difficult? As a final activity, 

try to merge all the infographics together into one giant infographic.

Activity Two

INFOGRAPHIC TITLE

Introduction Paragraph

Conclusion Paragraph
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Activity One
Understanding the Value of Money

Explain your understanding of the value of money in a short essay. First, research the history 

of money.

 « How did it start?  « How was it earned? 

 « What was is used for? « How has or does money change over time?

Then, create a short essay 

detailing what you find and how it 

relates to today. 

Your first paragraph should 

introduce the topic and your 

thesis statement. A thesis 

statement is your opinion or belief. 

The second, third, and fourth 

paragraphs are your body. Here’s 

where you’ll go into detail and 

give evidence to support your 

thesis. The last paragraph is your 

conclusion. You should re-state 

your thesis statement and provide 

a conclusion sentence. 

Share your essay with the class. 

Break off into smaller groups with 

others whose thesis statement 

matches your own. Then, as a class, debate your opinions with the other groups. Use your 

essay to support your arguments.

As an alternative activity, break off into smaller groups with others who have a different thesis 

statement. Then, have your own debate within your smaller groups. 

Follow the steps below to have a 
perfectly formated essay!

Paragraph One - Introduction

Paragraph Two - Body/Evidence

Paragraph Three - Body/Evidence

Paragraph Four - Body/Evidence

Paragraph Five - Conclusion
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Value of Money and Budgeting
1.  A student has an allowance of $20 a week. He wants to 

buy lunch at school for $3.50 every day. Does this student 

have enough money to buy lunch for the week? 

2.  A woman gets a part time job that pays $11.50 an hour. 

She works about 22 hours a week. She gets paid every 2 weeks. How much money does 

she make per paycheque (before taxes)? 

3. Finish each sentence with a word from the list.

a)  Your _______________ are the things that you spend money on.

b)  Things that you want to do that costs money is _______________.

c)  Your _______________ is the money that you earn, like from a job.

d) A plan you have of what you spend your money on is called a _______________.

e) You usually have to pay for _______________ with your rent.

f)  The place where you live is called _______________.

shelter entertainment utilities
budget expenses income
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Value of Money and Budgeting

 1. Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  Circle  the word FALSE 
if it is FALSE.

 a) It is more important to budget your money for things you want.
   TRUE  FALSE

 b)  Things you need are food, shelter, and entertainment.

   TRUE  FALSE

 c)  There are ways to help you save money, like coupons and sales.

   TRUE  FALSE

 d) It’s a good idea to use a savings account.

   TRUE  FALSE

2.  Put a check mark (3) next to the answer that is most correct.

 a)  How many paycheques a month should you budget for in your income?

   A one 

   B four 

   C two 

   D three

 b)  What is something you CAN’T live without?

   A  television 

   B internet 

   C  phone 

   D  food

NAME: 

...................ReadinG PassaGe
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Value of Money and Budgeting
Money is how we pay for things. It is also how we live. We need money to buy our food, 
shelter, and entertainment. These are things we 
need and want.

Money is used to pay for things you need and 
want. What you need are things you CAN’T live 
without. What you want are things you CAN live 
without.

Money is 
important. But 
how you spend that money is just as important. You need 
a certain amount of money in order to buy the things you 
need. It is important to learn how to manage your money 
and budget for your expenses. 

Matthew works part time at the grocery store for $10.75 an hour. He works 18 hours a week. 
Every paycheque he loses about 10% to income tax. He also pays $450 a month in rent. He 
pays about $200 a month in groceries. His phone, internet and cable bill is $175 a month. 
Create a budget for Matthew based on his needs and wants.

Calculate Matthew’s Income: Calculate Matthew’s Expenses:

$10.75 an hour x 18 hours = $193.50 a week Rent = $450.00

$193.50 x 2 weeks = $387.00 per paycheque Groceries = $200.00 

$387.00 - 10% = $348.30 Phone, Internet and Cable = $175.00

$348.30 x 2 paycheques a month = $696.60 a month

Monthly Income = $696.60 Monthly Expenses = $825.00

Subtract Matthew’s Expenses from his Income: $696.60 - $825.00 = -$128.40

Matthew’s expenses are more than his income. He will have to take away an expense. Starting 
with his wants, he will have to take away his phone, internet, or cable.

Wants
TV

Internet
Clothes

Entertainment

Needs
Food

Shelter
Utilities

Laundry

Ways to save money 
on your expenses: 
coupons, sales, 
grocery stores

Marketplace Tip
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3. Liam gets a full time job that pays $985.00 every 2 weeks. He pays $700.00 in rent every   

 month. His utilities are another $75.00 a month. He also puts $50.00 a paycheque into a   

 savings account. He makes about $10.00 in interest on his savings account every month.   

 He pays about $10.00 a month for an online streaming service. He pays $200.00 a month   

 for groceries.

 Add up Liam's income and expenses. Is his budget a smart one?

Graphic Organizer

4.  Use the graphic organizer on page 12 to make your own custom budget.

In the first part, find your monthly income. Write down how much money you get during 
the month. Then, add this together and write down how much money you have for the 
month.

In the second part, find your monthly expenses. Write down how much money you spend 
during the month. This will be things you need and things you want. Then, add this together 
and write down how much money you spend during the month.

Finally, subtract your expenses from your income. Write how much money you have left. If 
you’re in the plus, you’re a smart budgeter. If you’re in the minus, you will need to re-plan 
your spending.

11

Value of Money and Budgeting
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Get into groups of 3-4 people. Using the chart below, have each member of your group 
make a list of their own needs and wants. 

For each need you list, give an explanation of why you consider this a need. For each want 
you list, give an explanation of why you consider this a want.

Get together in your group. Compare your list with each member. Answer the following 
questions:

•	 	What	needs	and	wants	do	you	have	in	common?
•	 	What	needs	and	wants	are	different?
•	 	Are	there	any	wants	you	have	that	are	on	other	members'	needs	list?
•	 Are	there	any	needs	you	have	that	are	on	other	members'	wants	list?

NEEDS WANTS

Compare your Needs 
and Wants with Others

1
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Part A

Comprehension Quiz

1.  You can't budget for a night out at a restaurant.
  TRUE FALSE
2. A sales receipt shows what method of payment was used.
  TRUE FALSE
3. Some hidden costs are shipping and duty.
  TRUE FALSE
4. Our needs include food, shelter, and clothes.
  TRUE FALSE
5. A savings account uses a debit card to add and take money.
  TRUE FALSE
6. Comparison shop to find the best deal. 
  TRUE FALSE

Part B

 Circle   TRUE if the statement is TRUE or FALSE if it is FALSE. 

SUBTOTAL:       /8

19

2.  Put a check mark (3) next to the answer that is most correct.

 a)  Andrew doesn't have enough money at the cash. What thing should he put back?

   A toilet paper 

   B plastic cups 

   C bread 

   D milk

 b)  What form of payment can you NOT use online? 

   A  Apple Pay 

   B PayPal 

   C  cash 

   D  credit

21

2
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Down

 1. What something is worth.
 2. When you compare things 

before buying.
 5. __________ is paid to the 

government for the sale of 
things.

 7. A _______ card lets you 
take money out of your 
bank account.

 8. When you owe money to 
someone or something.

 9. A tax on something 
coming from another 
country.

 12. How much money you 
have to spend.

Across

 2. A _______ card is good to 
use in an emergency.

 3. What you spend your 
money on.

 4. When you buy something 
without thinking.

 6. When someone steals 
your information and 
uses it.

 10. You can see what's on 
sale at grocery stores 
with these.

11. Things like water, heat, 
electricity.

13. Being smart about what 
you buy.

14. The money you make 
from working.

duty 
debt
value 
debit
credit

Word List
flyers
fraud 
impulse
budget 
expenses

1

2

3

4 5

6 7 8

9 10

11

12

13

14

utilities 
income
sales tax
informed
comparison shoppingHA
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1.

3.

2.

3.

a) expenses

b) entertainment

c) income

d) budget

e) utilities

f) shelter

1.  

a) FALSE

b) FALSE

c) TRUE

d) TRUE 

$3.50 x 5 days a 
week = $17.50; 
$20.00 - $17.50 
= $2.50; Yes the 

student has 
enough money, 

and has $2.50 left.

Yes, Liam's budget 
is smart. His 

income is $1,980 
and his expenses 
are $1,085.00. He 
has $895.00 left a 

month.

Income = [$985.00 
x 2 = $1,970 a 

month] + [$10.00 
interest] = $1,980

Expenses = 
[$700.00 rent] + 
[$75.00 utilities] 
+ [$50.00 x 2 = 

$100.00 savings] + 
[$10.00 online] + 

[$200.00 groceries] 
= $1,085

Ashley's Income: 
$9,000 / 8 months 

= $1,125

Monthly Income = 
$1,125

Ashley's Expenses: 
School = $3,000 / 
8 months = $375; 

Rent = $400; Phone 
= $50; Groceries 
= $150; Monthly 
Expenses = $975

Money left over for 
activities = $150

$11.50 x 22 hours 
= $253 x 2 weeks = 
$506; The woman 
makes $506 every 

paycheque.

2.

a)  4 C

b)  4 D

9
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Value of Money and Budgeting

 1. Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is TRUE or  Circle  the word FALSE 
if it is FALSE.

 a) It is more important to budget your money for things you want.
   TRUE  FALSE

 b)  Things you need are food, shelter, and entertainment.

   TRUE  FALSE

 c)  There are ways to help you save money, like coupons and sales.

   TRUE  FALSE

 d) It’s a good idea to use a savings account.

   TRUE  FALSE

2.  Put a check mark (3) next to the answer that is most correct.

 a)  How many paycheques a month should you budget for in your income?

   A one 

   B four 

   C two 

   D three

 b)  What is something you CAN’T live without?

   A  television 

   B internet 

   C  phone 

   D  food

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY


